Abstract. We show that Γ-free fillings and lonesum fillings of Ferrers shapes are equinumerous by applying a previously defined bijection on matrices for this more general case and by constructing a new bijection between Callan sequences and Dumont-like permutations. As an application, we give a new combinatorial interpretation of Genocchi numbers in terms of Callan sequences. Further, we recover some of Hetyei's results on alternating acyclic tournaments. Finally, we present an interesting result in the case of certain other special shapes.
Introduction
Given a partition λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ n ) where λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ n , the Ferrers shape F λ is an arrangement of cells justified to the left and to the bottom such that F λ has n rows with λ i cells in the i th row, from bottom to top (i = 1, . . . , n). See Figure 1 . Figure 1 . The Ferrers shape associated to the partition (8, 7, 3, 3, 2) A Ferrers diagram (tableau, or 0-1-filling of a Ferrers shape) is an assignment of a 0 or a 1 to each of the cells of a Ferrers shape F λ . We call a Ferrers diagram Γ-free if it does not contain 1's in positions such that they form a Γ-configuration, i.e., two 1's in the same row and a third below the left of these in the same column. Figure 2 shows a Ferrers diagram (on the left) which is Γ-free, and an other one (on the right) which is not Γ-free. Clearly, we can say that a diagram is Γ-free if and only if it does not contain any of the submatrices from the following set:
Figure 2. A Γ-free and a non-Γ-free Ferrers diagram
In this paper we think of n × k 0-1 matrices as Ferrers diagrams of rectangular shape, namely, Ferrers diagrams corresponding to the partition (k, k, . . . , k) where the number of k's is n. So the definitions and theorems concerning Ferrers diagrams apply to 0-1 matrices as well. Γ-free diagrams are generalizations of the so-called Γ-free matrices that were defined in [8] and enumerated in [1] , showing that the number of n × k Γ-free 0-1 matrices is the poly-Bernoulli number B
(−k) n . Poly-Bernoulli numbers were introduced by Kaneko [11] analytically as a generalization of the Bernoulli numbers. The poly-Bernoulli numbers enumerate several combinatorial objectclasses, as for instance lonesum matrices. Lonesum matrices are 0-1 matrices uniquely reconstructible by their row and column sum vectors [4] . For a more detailed list of combinatorial objects enumerated by the polyBernoulli numbers, see [1, 2] . In [3] the authors defined a bijection between Γ-free matrices and the so-called Callan permutations that are in a simple one-to-one correspondence with lonesum matrices. In this paper we apply a version of this bijection on Γ-free diagrams, establishing a bijection between Γ-free diagrams and the so-called lonesum fillings of diagrams. With that we show that the sets of Γ-free fillings and lonesum fillings of the same Ferrers shape are equinumerous. We call a 0-1 filling of a Ferrers shape lonesum if it doesn't contain any of the following two submatrices:
See Figure 5 for an example of lonesum Ferrers diagram. We call the above pair of submatrices also the flipping pair. The name is motivated by the fact that the column and row sums of a 0-1 matrix does not change when we exchange any occurance of one of the submatrix of the pair to the other. Moreover, Ryser [14] showed that if two matrices A and A * have the same row and column sum vector then A can be transformed to A * by a sequence of exchanges between sumbmatrices of the flipping patterns. Similar statements are true for the case of fillings of Ferrers shapes, hence we can state that a lonesum filling of a given shape is uniquely reconstructible from the row and column sum vector. Lonesum fillings of Ferrers shapes were already investigated in different forms in the literature. Josuat-Vergès [10] refers to them as X-diagrams and establishes a bijection between lonesum fillings and Le-tableaux [13] . On the other hand, there is an obvious bijection between lonesum fillings of a Ferrers shape F λ and acyclic orientations of the so-called Ferrers graph, the bipartite graph associated to a given shape F λ [7] . The special case of matrices reduces to a one-to-one correspondence between acyclic orientations of complete bipartite graphs and lonesum matrices [5] . Motivated by the results in [7] , Selig et al. defined and studied in [15] the so-called EW-tableaux and NEW-tableaux that are essentially the same as lonesum fillings of Ferrers shapes. We study properties of a bijection between Γ-free and lonesum fillings of Ferrers shapes. Further, we consider the special case when the Ferrers shape is a staircase shape. A staircase shape is the Ferrers shape associated to the partition λ = (n, n − 1, . . . , 1). It follows from the properties of a well-known bijection between Le-tableaux with at least one 1 in every column and permutations [16] that such Le-tableaux of staircase shape are enumerated by the Genocchi numbers. Based on our bijection we present a new combinatorial interpretation of Genocchi numbers in terms of so-called Callan sequences and prove this result by describing a direct bijection with Dumont permutations that are well-known to be enumerated by the Genocchi numbers. Additionally, using a connection to lonesum fillings of staircase shapes we present a new proof of Hetyei's results on the number of acyclic alternating tournaments, showing that this is given by the Genocchi numbers [9] . In the final section we start to study the 0-1 fillings of other types of shapes by showing that permuting the columns of a Ferrers shape does not change the number of Γ-free fillings.
A bijection between Γ-free and lonesum Ferrers diagrams
The main result of this paper is a bijective proof of the fact that the number of Γ-free 0-1-fillings of a given Ferrers shape is the same as the number of lonesum 0-1-fillings (see Theorem 3). This is done by connecting two former bijective results on this subject. The authors of this paper developed a method in [3] for transforming Γ-free matrices into Callan sequences, which quickly yields a bijective encoding of Γ-free diagrams into special (Callan) sequences; and an other recent paper [15] gives a bijective encoding of lonesum diagrams into special (Dumont) permutations. As a new ingredient, we establish a bijection between these two intermediate sets of objects, i.e. the set of special sequences and the set of special permutations in question (see Lemma 16) . Definition 1. We call a row or column of a 0-1 matrix or Ferrers diagram non-zero if it contains at least one 1 element. We say that a 0-1 matrix or Ferrers diagram is complete, if all of its columns are non-zero.
Notation 2. Given a Ferrers shape F λ , we denote by Γ-free(F λ ) the set of Γ-free Ferrers diagrams of shape F λ , and we denote by Lonesum(F λ ) the set of lonesum Ferrers diagrams of shape F λ , defined in the Introduction. We denote by Γ-free(F λ ) and Lonesum(F λ ), respectively, the set of complete Γ-free and lonesum Ferrers diagrams of shape F λ . When F λ is an n × k matrix, we write "n × k" in place of F λ in these notations, so for example, Γ-free(n × k) denotes the set of Γ-free n × k 0-1 matrices, and so on.
The main result of this paper is a bijective proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 3. |Γ-free(F λ )| = |Lonesum(F λ )|, for any given Ferrers shape F λ .
We will prove the following variant bijectively. It is easy to see that Theorem 4 implies Theorem 3. This follows from the facts
and
where∪ denotes disjoint union, I runs over all subsets of columns of F λ , furthermore Γ-free I (F λ ) and Lonesum I (F λ ) denote the set of those Γ-free/lonesum diagrams of shape F λ in which the set of non-zero columns is precisely I. Finally, F λ | I is the Ferrers shape obtained from F λ by deleting all columns not in I, and the symbol ∼ indicates the fact that Γ-free I (F λ ) and Lonesum I (F λ ) are in natural bijection with Γ-free(F λ | I ) and Lonesum(F λ | I ), respectively, since the diagrams in, say, Γ-free I (F λ ) are just complete Γ-free 0-1 fillings of F λ | I , and the remaining columns of F λ are filled with 0's. Thus in the rest of this section, we will prove Theorem 4 by means of a series of lemmas.
The main tool of the proof has been developed in [3] . We recall the required definitions and an unusual convention (and extend them to Ferrers shapes) first, and introduce some new ones.
. . , R m are pairwise disjoint nonempty subsets of {1, . . . , n}, and C 1 , . . . , C m are pairwise disjoint nonempty subsets of {1, . . . , k}. The set of (n, k)-Callan sequences is denoted by Callan(n, k).
Convention 6. Throughout this paper, the rows of a matrix or Ferrers shape are always indexed from bottom to top and the columns are indexed from right to left.
Definition 7. In a 0-1 matrix or Ferrers diagram, we call an element 1 top-1 if it is the highest 1 in its column. For an n×k 0-1 matrix M , the set of positions of top 1's is denoted by top(M ), i.e.
where M ij is the element in the i th row and j th column of M , with respect to Convention 6. Now we can state the aforementioned main lemma.
Lemma 8. [3]
There exists a bijection φ from Γ-free(n×k) to Callan(n, k), such that for any matrix M ∈ Γ-free(n×k), if φ maps M to the Callan sequence 
where max R i denotes the largest element in R i .
Proof. For the construction of φ, see the subsection 'Proof of Theorem 2' in [3] . The required conditions (1)-(3) are listed in the subsection 'Some properties of φ' of that paper as properties (i)-(ii).
We shall use this lemma to obtain an encoding of Ferrers diagrams in Callan sequences. For a given partition λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ), let Rect(F λ ) denote the rectangular shape (matrix) of size n × λ 1 . In fact, Rect(F λ ) is the circumscribed rectangular shape of F λ , that can be obtained from F λ by adding new cells to the end of its rows, as shown in Figure 3 where the new cells are colored grey. It is fairly obvious that in order to obtain the number of Γ-free Ferrers diagrams of shape F λ , it is equivalent to count those Γ-free 0-1 fillings of Rect(F λ ) in which all the 1's of the matrix lie inside the inscribed Ferrers shape F λ . It is also evident that all the 1's lie inside the inscribed F λ if and only if all the top-1's of Rect(F λ ) lie inside F λ . By condition (3) of Lemma 8, the bijection φ can be easily restricted to the set of to-be-enumerated Γ-free matrices, and we obtain the following Corollary.
Corollary 9. Given a Ferrers shape F λ with n rows and k columns, the followings are true:
(a) There exists a bijection ψ from Γ-free(F λ ) to the set of those (n, k)-Callan sequences
when a pair (i, j) is interpreted as the position in the i th row and j th column of Rect(F λ ) (cf. Convention 6), lie inside the inscribed Ferrers shape (1)- (2) of Lemma 8 also hold for ψ, since ψ is just a restriction of φ to the set of Γ-free fillings of Rect(F λ ) with 0's outside the inscribed F λ .
In this form, Corollary 9 is not very useful to us, even if we rewrite the condition on Callan sequences into a more algebraic form. We introduce a new labeling of rows and columns of Ferrers shapes instead, which is analogous to the labeling appearing in [15] . Label the rows and columns on the northeast border of a Ferrers shape F λ with the numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . such that the bottom row gets label 1 and the successive border edges get the remaining numbers in order, as shown in Figure 4 . We call this labeling the canonical labeling of rows and columns of F λ .
Figure 4. Canonical labeling of rows and columns
The largest assigned canonical (column) label is called the semiperimeter of F λ . The canonical labels of the i th row and j th column of F λ are denoted by l r (i) and l c (j), respectively, where the indices i and j are interpreted with respect to Convention 6. The sets of all canonical labels of rows and columns of F λ are denoted by
. . , s}, where s is the semiperimeter of F λ . We obtain a more tractable form of Corollary 9 if we replace the row/column indices with canonical labels. It turns out that the diagrams in Γ-free(F λ ) can be encoded by the following type of sequences.
Definition 10. For a given Ferrers shape F λ , on F λ -Callan sequence we mean a sequence is a complete F λ -Callan sequence. The set of complete F λ -Callan sequences is denoted by Callan(F λ ).
We have now the following lemma.
Lemma 11. (a) There exists a bijection η from Γ-free(F λ ) to Callan(F λ ), for any given Ferrers shape F λ . 
Proof. This lemma is just Corollary 9 rewritten using canonical labels. In more detail, assume that F λ has n rows and k columns. Then ψ establishes a bijection between Γ-free(F λ ) and the set of (n, k)-Callan sequences satisfying the condition of Corollary 9.a. We transfrom the (n, k)-Callan sequences into F λ -Callan sequences, by applying the canonical labeling on the ground sets {1, . . . , n} and {1, . . . , k}:
using the standard notation l(S) = {l(s) : s ∈ S} if l is a function and S is a set. (Recall that l r (i) or l c (i) gives the canonical label of the i th row or column of F λ , respectively.) We further denote this transformation by π. Trivially, π(Callan(n, k)) contains precisely those (R 1 , C 1 ), . . . , (R m , C m ) sequences which satisfy the first two conditions in the definition of F λ -Callan sequences. The key observation is that a sequence s ∈ Callan(n, k) satisfies the condition of Corollary 9.a if and only if π(s) satisfies the third condition in the definition of F λ -Callan sequences. These altogether mean that π establishes a bijection between ψ(Γ-free(F λ )) and Callan(F λ ), hence, η := π•ψ is a bijection from Γ-free(F λ ) to Callan(F λ ), which proves (a). Part (b) is an easy consequence of the above. Lemma 12. There exists a bijection η from Γ-free(F λ ) to Callan(F λ ), for any given Ferrers shape F λ .
Proof. The restriction of η to complete diagrams is a suitable bijection η. Now we turn our attention to the other type of 0-1 fillings appearing in Theorem 4, the complete lonesum Ferrers diagrams. We will heavily rely on the encoding developed in [15] .
Definition 13. An n-permutation is a permutation of the integers {1, 2, . . . , n}. Fix an n-permutation α = a 1 a 2 . . . a n . We say that the element a i is an ascent bottom of α, if i ≤ n − 1 and a i < a i+1 . We say that the element a i is a descent top of α, if i ≤ n − 1 and a i > a i+1 . The set of ascent bottom elements and the set of descent top elements of α are denoted by A(α) and D(α), respectively. Note that A(α)∪ D(α) = {1, 2, . . . , n} \ {a n }. Definition 14. Given a Ferrers shape F λ with semiperimeter s, an
We note that these conditions also imply that D(δ) = L c (F λ ). For example, if F λ is the Ferrers shape from Figure 4 , then 5, 4, 2, 1, 9, 13, 8, 12, 10, 7, 6, 3, 11, 14 is an F λ -Dumont permutation. The set of F λ -Dumont permutations is denoted by Dumont(F λ ).
The following statement was proved in [15] in a slightly different setting (for example, the Ferrers diagram is reflected, and a different terminology is used).
Lemma 15. [16]
There exists a bijection ζ from Lonesum(F λ ) to Dumont(F λ ), for any given Ferrers shape F λ .
Proof. A construction can be extracted from Sections 2-3 of [15] . In fact, the bijection we need is not explicitly defined in [15] , only very similar variants, so we define a suitable ζ for clarity. However, after reading Sections 2-3 of [15] , it should be clear to the reader that our ζ is well defined, and it is indeed a Lonesum(F λ ) → Dumont(F λ ) bijection, as no new ideas are involved at all. So pick an arbitrary diagram D ∈ Lonesum(F λ ) with semiperimeter s. Repeat the following two steps in the given order on D until every canonical label {1, . . . , s} is added to the temporary permutation α, which is initially empty:
(1) Add the canonical labels of all (possibly empty) 0-free rows of the actual D in decreasing order to the end of α, and delete the (remaining) elements of these rows from D, (2) Add the canonical labels of all (possibly empty) 1-free columns of the actual D in increasing order to the end of α, and delete the (remaining) elements of these columns from D, Of course, for example, on 0-free row we mean a row without 0 elements. After the label of a row/column is added to α, that row/column is never considered again. It can be seen that this procedure continues until every row and column is processed, and we end up with an s-permutation α = a 1 a 2 . . . In view of Lemma 12 and Lemma 15, it is enough to construct a Dumont(F λ ) → Callan(F λ ) bijection in order to prove Theorem 4. This is done in the next lemma, completing the proof of our main theorem.
Lemma 16. There exists a bijection ν from Dumont(F λ ) to Callan(F λ ), for any given Ferrers shape F λ .
Remark. We emphasize that this is an elementary lemma involving certain type of sequences and permutations and, in fact, it has nothing to do with Ferrers shapes or canonical labelings. In this lemma we can think of L r (F λ ) and L c (F λ ) as two arbitrary given sets (denoted by some cryptic notation) such that L r (F λ )∪ L c (F λ ) = {1, 2, . . . , s} for some integer s, when reading the definitions of Dumont(F λ ) and Callan(F λ ).
Proof of Lemma 16. In the spirit of the Remark, set S 1 := L r (F λ ) and S 2 := L c (F λ ), and assume that S 1∪ S 2 = {1, . . . , s}. We can forget about the Ferrers shape F λ . First, we give the definition of a suitable mapping ν. Pick an arbitrary (s + 1)-permutation α = (a 1 a 2 . . . a s+1 ) ∈ Dumont(F λ ). Recall that a s+1 = s + 1 and, for i ≤ n, the element a i is an ascent bottom if and only if a i ∈ S 1 , and a i is a descent top if and only if a i ∈ S 2 , by definition. We will refer to this as the Dumont property. We say that an element is of type j (where j = 1, 2) if it is contained in the set S j , and in addition, we define the element a s+1 = s + 1 to be of type 1. These two types of elements divide α into blocks, i.e. a block of α is a maximal sequence of consecutive elements of the same type in α. For example, if s = 20 and (15, 19, 21) . On the type of a block we mean the common type of its elements. It is obvious that the types of blocks alternate, and a s+1 = s + 1 implies that the last block is always of type 1. By the Dumont property, the elements of a block of type 1 are in increasing order, and the elements of a block of type 2 are in decreasing order in α. Now we define the transformation of α. Initially, the output sequence a is empty.
(1) Consider the first block of α, and denote this block by B 1 . Let B 2 denote the next block in α (if no such block exists, we are done). (2) There are two cases:
(a) If B 1 is of type 1 (and B 2 is of type 2), then let U be the set of those elements of B 2 that are greater than max B 1 , the last element of B 1 . By the Dumont property, U is not empty (the first element of B 2 belongs to U ), and the elements of U form an initial segment of B 2 (this segment can be the whole B 2 ). In this case we add the pair (B 1 , U ) to the end of a, and remove the elements of B 1 and U from α (these elements form an initial segment). (b) If B 1 is of type 2 (and B 2 is of type 1), then let U be the set of those elements of B 2 that are smaller than min B 1 , the last element of B 1 . By the Dumont property, U is again not empty and the elements of U form an initial segment of B 2 . In this case we add the pair (U, B 1 ) to the end of a, and remove the elements of B 1 and U from α (these elements form an initial segment).
(3) Continue with step (1) on the truncated α, and repeat this procedure until the number of blocks in α decreases to 1: If the actual α has only one block in step (1), then set ν(α) := a, and the process terminates. Let us demonstrate this procedure on the example permutation α defined in the earlier part of this proof. Here and henceforth, the superscript (i) of α and a indicates the actual state after the i th stage. Finally, we conclude that ν(α) is defined to be the sequence ({3, 5, 9}, {12, 10}), ({11}, {16, 14}), ({1}, {8, 6, 4, 2}), ({7, 13, 17}, {20, 18}).
Back to the general discussion, it is clear that this procedure terminates, since the number of blocks of α decreases at each stage. It is also easy to check that the last element of α (that is, s + 1) "survives" the procedure, so a nonempty final segment of the last block of α remains at the end. By inspecting the cases (2.a) and (2.b), we can see that whenever the pair (R, C) is added to a, then ∅ R ⊆ S 1 , ∅ C ⊆ S 2 , and max R < min C. This, together with the "move some parts of the input to the output" fashion of the algorithm, yields that ν(α) is an F λ -Callan sequence. The completeness of ν(α) follows from the fact that every block of type 2 is processed by step (2), as the surviving elements of α are of type 1. Now we sketch why ν is a bijection. To this end, pick an arbitrary element b ∈ Callan(F λ ), where b is, say, the sequence (R 1 , C 1 ), . . . , (R m , C m ). Our goal is to find a unique inverse image β. So assume that ν(β) = b for some β ∈ Dumont(F λ ). It turns out that β can be uniquely reconstructed from b by processing the stages of the encoding algorithm in reverse direction, from the last stage to the first stage. We know that the number of stages is m, the number of elements of b. We know that the surviving elements of β after the last stage are precisely the elements in the set
which is a subset of S 1 ∪ {s + 1} by the completeness of b, and these elements form β (m) in increasing order. We know that β 
, the first option, satisfies properties (ii)-(iii), and using property (i) and the definition of U in step (2.a), it is straightforward to check that in this case step (2.a) indeed transforms this β (m−1) into β (m) and creates the pair (R m , C m ). In sum, we determined the unique β (m−1) in both cases. We can repeat this process, β
can be reconstructed uniquely from β (i) and (R i , C i ), for i = m, m − 1, . . . , until we reach to a unique permutation β. There are two different cases. When β (i) starts with a block of type 1, the same argument applies as above. We leave the reader to verify the analogous case when β (i) starts with a block of type 2. After doing that, it should be clear that the obtained β is indeed an F λ -Dumont permutation, for which ν(β) = b, as required.
An application: Staircase diagrams and Genocchi numbers
This section is devoted to the case of staircase shape, a special type of Ferrers shape. In this section S n denotes the staircase (Ferrers) shape associated to the partition (n, n−1, . . . , 1), see Figure 6 . We know from Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 that the number of Γ-free 0-1 fillings of S n is equal to the number of lonesum 0-1 fillings of S n , and the same holds if we consider complete 0-1 fillings only. It turns out, as it follows from results in [15] and [16] , that in the case of complete 0-1 fillings a famous combinatorial quantity appears, the Genocchi number. Now we discuss how this can be deduced from our results developed in the previous section. We start with a well-known combinatorial definition of Genocchi numbers [6] . (b) The number of complete lonesum 0-1 fillings of S n is the Genocchi number |G 2n+2 |.
Proof. By Theorem 4, the two cardinalities are the same, so it is enough to prove the second statement. Lemma 15 establishes a bijection between the set of complete lonesum 0-1 fillings of S n and the set of S n -Dumont permutations (cf. Definition 14). But S n -Dumont permutations are precisely the Dumont permutations of the first kind in Definition 17, since L r (S n ) = {1, 3, . . . , 2n − 1} and L c (S n ) = {2, 4, . . . , 2n}, and the semiperimeter of S n is 2n. Hence, the theorem follows.
Part (a) of the previous theorem and Lemma 12 (applied on S n ) show new interpretations of Genocchi numbers.
Theorem 19. The Genocchi number |G 2n+2 | counts the number of sequences
for which • {R 1 , . . . , R m+1 } is a partition of {1, 3, 5, . . . , 2n + 1}, • {C 1 , . . . , C m } is a partition of {2, 4, 6, . . . , 2n},
• max R i < min C i , for all i = 1, . . . , m, and • m is an arbitrary nonnegative integer. (We note that the third condition implies that 2n + 1 ∈ R m+1 .)
Proof. Observe first that the sequences in the theorem are essentially the same as complete S n -Callan sequences (cf. Definition 10). We just transformed the complete S n -Callan sequences
. . , R m , C m , R m+1 by dropping some parentheses and adding the set
We note that R m+1 is non-empty, as 2n + 1 ∈ R m+1 . After these preliminaries it is enough to refer to Lemma 16, which gives a direct bijection from Dumont(S n ) to Callan(S n ), where Dumont(S n ) is the set of Dumont permutations of the first kind, the classical interpretation of |G 2n+2 |, as it was observed in the proof of Theorem 18, and Callan(S n ) is the set of sequences of this theorem (in a slightly different form, as discussed above). We note that the worked-out example in the proof of Lemma 16 illustrates the encoding of a Dumont permutation of the first kind into a complete S n -Callan sequence.
Alternation acyclic tournaments
In this section we connect our results to the recently presented combinatorial interpretations of the Genocchi numbers by Hetyei [9] The discovery of this new geometrical interpretation was due to Hetyei accidental during his investigations of a homogenous variant of the Linial arrangement. He used analogously to Postnikov and Stanley [12] a class of tournaments for bijectively labeling the regions of the so-called homogenized Linial arrangements. Here we present new combinatorial, bijective, proof for a theorem of this work and establish some new connections. First, we recall the necessary definitions and notation from [9] . A tournament on the set {1, 2, . . . , n} is a directed simple graph (without loops and multiple edges), such that for each pair of vertices {i, j} from {1, 2, . . . , n}, exactly one of the directed edges i → j or i ← j belongs to the graph. We consider {1, 2, . . . , n} with the natural order. A directed edge i → j is called an ascent if i < j (and is denoted by i An alternation acyclic tournament T on {1, 2, . . . , n} is called ascending if every i < n is the tail of an ascent, i.e., for each i < n there is a j > i such that i → j. We present now a new proof for the following theorem.
Theorem 21. [9]
The number of ascending alternation acyclic tournaments on {1, 2, . . . , n} is the unsigned Genocchi number |G 2n |.
Our proof is based on the observation that the natural coding of an alternation acyclic tournament coincides with a lonesum filling of the staircase shape. We associate to a given tournament T on {1, 2, . . . , n} a 0-1 filling of a staircase shape S n−1 in the following natural way. Label the rows of the staircase shape S n−1 by {2, 3, . . . , n} from top to bottom, and the columns by {1, 2, . . . , n − 1} from left to right. Each cell (i, j) corresponds to an edge of the complete graph K n on {1, 2, . . . , n}. Fill the cell (i, j) with 0 whenever the edge is directed from i to j (i → j), and with 1 if the edge is directed otherwise (i ← j). Note that in this coding for every ascent we have a 1 entry, and for every descent a 0 in the filling of the staircase shape. Further, a pattern ( 1 0 0 1 ), as well as ( 0 1 1 0 ), corresponds to an alternating cycle of length four. Hence, by Proposition 20, we have that the acyclic tournaments on {1, 2, . . . , n} are in one-to-one correspondence with the lonesum fillings of the staircase shape S n−1 by the above natural coding. Furthermore, the ascending property means in the terms of our coding that each column contains at least one 1 entry. Hence, ascending acyclic tournaments are in bijection with complete lonesum fillings of staircase shape. We formulate these statements precisely in the next theorem.
Lemma 22. Lonesum fillings of staircase shape S n−1 are in bijection with alternation acyclic tournaments on {1, 2, . . . , n} and complete lonesum fillings of staircase shape S n−1 are in bijection with ascending alternation acyclic tournaments on {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Proof of Theorem 21. Theorem 18.b and Lemma 22 imply the Theorem 21.
On the other hand Hetyei's result [9] implies the following statement, and a new combinatorial interpretation of the median Genocchi numbers.
Theorem 23. The number of lonesum fillings of the staircase shape S n is the median Genocchi number H 2n+1 .
Proof. On one hand, using the natural coding above we have a bijection between lonesum fillings of the staircase shape and the alternation acyclic tournaments, on the other hand according to the theorem in [9] the number of alternation acyclic tournaments on the set {1, 2, . . . , n + 1} is the median Genocchi number H 2n+1 . Hence, the theorem follows.
Theorem 3 directly implies the following result on the number of Γ-free fillings of S n .
Corollary 24. The number of Γ-free fillings of the staircase shape S n is the median Genocchi number H 2n+1 .
Furthermore, we have an interesting result on the set of lonesum fillings that contains in all row and in all column at least one 1.
Theorem 25. The number of lonesum fillings of the staircase shape S n such that each column and each row contains at least one 1 is the median Genocchi number H 2n−1 .
Proof. The well-known bijection of Steingrímsson and Williams [16] between permutations and Le-tableaux with at least one 1 in each column has the property that all-zero rows correspond to fixed points of the permutation, hence, Le-tableaux of staircase shapes with at least one 1 in each row and column are in one-to-one correspondence with Dumont derangements, Dumont permutations without fixed points. It is known that these permutations are enumerated by the median Genocchi numbers [6] . On the other hand, Josuat-Vergès [10] established a bijection between lonesum fillings and Le-tableaux of the same shape that sends zero-rows (respectively columns) to all-zero rows (respectively columns), so the statement follows.
Corollary 26. The number of alternation acyclic tournaments on {1, 2, . . . , n} such that each i < n is a tail of an ascent and each i > 1 is the endpoint of an ascent, is the median Genocchi number H 2n−1 .
0-1 fillings of other types of shapes
In this section we have started to investigate the fillings of other types of shapes. The first natural question is whether the number of lonesum/Γ-free fillings varies if we replace the Ferrers shape F λ with its horizontally or vertically reflected copies -denoted by F ↔ λ and F λ , respectively -, cf. Figure 7) . By symmetry, it is immediate that F ↔ λ and F λ have the same number of lonesum 0-1 fillings as F λ has, because both reflections establish a bijection between the lonesum diagrams of shape F λ and the lonesum diagrams of the reflected shape. The above question is not so obvious for Γ-free fillings. For example, the staircase shape S 2 shows that the number of Γ-free fillings of F λ can differ from F λ 's. However, it turns out that F ↔ λ has the same number of Γ-free fillings as F λ has. This follows from the following more general result.
Theorem 27. Let F λ denote an arbitrary shape obtained from the Ferrers shape F λ by permuting its columns (see Figure 8 for an example). Then F λ and F λ have the same number of Γ-free 0-1 fillings.
Figure 8. Permuting the columns of a Ferrers shape
Proof. First, we summarize some properties of F λ (which in fact characterize shapes that can be obtained from F λ by permuting columns):
• F λ and F λ have the same number of rows, say k;
• the i th row has the same number of cells in F λ as in F λ , for all i = 1, . . . , k; • the i th row (from top to bottom) is a subset of the (i + 1) th row in both F λ and F λ for all i = 1, . . . , k − 1, in the sense that for every cell of the i th row, there is also a cell in the same column in the (i + 1) th row.
We will prove the theorem by induction on the number of rows. (The case k = 1 is trivial.) Let s denote the (common) number of cells of the first row in the shapes F λ and F λ . It is enough to see that for any fixed 0-1 vector (b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b s ), the number of those Γ-free 0-1 fillings of F λ in which the j th cell (from left to right) of the first row is filled with b j (for j = 1, . . . , s) is the same as the number of Γ-free fillings of F λ with the same property. This is true because such Γ-free fillings can be obtained for both F λ and F λ as follows. Fill the first row with the vector (b 1 , . . . , b s ), as required. The Γ-free property implies that there must be all 0's below every non-rightmost 1 of the first row (in the same column), so fill these cells with 0's. It is straightforward to check that the remaining cells (i.e. those cells in the 2 nd , . . . , k th row that have not been filled with 0) can be filled with 0's and 1's arbitrarily with one condition: the 0-1 filling of the remaining cells must be Γ-free (we do not consider the already filled cells here). Since the two shapes formed by the remaining cells of F λ and F λ can be obtained from the same Ferrers shape (with k − 1 rows) by permuting its columns, the induction hypothesis applies, and hence the number of Γ-free fillings of the remaining cells is the same for both cases. This concludes the proof.
This paper just provides a starting point on the subject of enumerating lonesum/Γ-free fillings, a number of interesting other shapes can be considered in future research. For example, a possible next step could be the investigation of skew Ferrers shapes.
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